Work and Energy
□

Work: The word looks the same, it spells the same
but has different meaning in physics from the way it
is normally used in the everyday language

Definition of work W done by a constant force F
exerted on an object through distance d
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□
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Only the component that acts in the same direction as the motion is
doing work on the box.
Vertical component is just trying to lift the object up.

work = force along distance × the distance moved
W = Fd x d = Fd cos θ
work = force × distance moved × cos of the angle between them

Units
□

The SI unit for work is the newton–metre and is called
the joule named after the 19th Century physicist
James Prescott Joule.

□

1 J (Joule) = 1N x 1 m

□

Work is a scalar (add like ordinary numbers)

A force is applied. Question: Is the work done by that force?
Work - like studying very hard, trying to lift up the car and get
completely exhausted, holding weights above head for half an hour
is no work worth mentioning in physics.

□

According to the physics definition, you
are NOT doing work if you are just
holding the weight above your head
(no distance moved)

□

you are doing work only while you are
lifting the weight above your head
(force in the direction of distance moved)

Who’s doing the work around here?

NO WORK

□

WORK

If I carry a box across the room I do not do work on it because
the force is not in the direction of the motion (cos 900 = 0)
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cos θ = –1

Work done by a force F is zero if:
□

□

force is exerted but no motion is involved:
no distance moved, no work

force is perpendicular to the direction of motion (cos 900 = 0)
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Work done by force F is:
□

positive

when the force and direction of motion are generally in the same directions
(the force helps the motion – can increase kinetic energy by increasing speed)
00< θ < 900 → cos θ = +

cos 00 = 1

W = Fd

□

negative

when the force and direction of motion are generally in the opposite directions
(force opposes the motion – decreases kinetic energy by decreasing speed)
900< θ < 1800 → cos θ = –

cos 1800 = –1
W = - Fd

(the work done by friction
force is always negative)

Mike is cutting the grass using a human-powered lawn mower.
He pushes the mower with a force of 45 N directed at an angle
of 41° below the horizontal direction. Calculate the work that
Mike does on the mower in pushing it 9.1 m across the yard.

F = 45 N
d
41

0

F

W = Fd cos θ = 310 J

d = 9.1 m
θ = 410

Forward force is 200 N. Friction force is 200 N.
The distance moved is 200 km. Find
a. the work done by forward force F on the car.
b. the work done by friction force Ffr on the car.
c. the net work done on the car.

F = 200 N

a. WF = Fd cos 00

Ffr = 200 N

b. Wfr = Ffr d cos 1800 = - 4x107 J

d = 2x105 m

c. the net work done on the car means the
work done by net force on the car.
It can be found as:

= 4x107 J

W = WF + Wfr = 0
or
W = Fnet d cos θ = 0

(Fnet = 0)

Work done by a varying force - graphically

□

W = Fd cos θ applies only when the force is constant.

□

Force can vary in magnitude or direction during the action.

□

Examples: 1) rocket moving away from the Earth – force of gravity
decreases 2.) varying force of the golf club on a golf ball

□

Work done is determined graphically.

□

The lady from the first slide is pulling the car for 2 m with force of 160 N
at the angle of 60o , then she gets tired and lowers her arms behind her at
an angle of 45o pulling it now with 170 N for next 2 m. Finally seeing the
end of the journey she pulls it horizontally with the force of 40 N for 1 m.

□

Work done by her on the car is:
W = (160 N)(cos 60o)(2m) +(170 N)(cos 45o)(2m) + (40 N)(cos 0o)(1m)
W = 80x2 + 120x2 + 40x1 = pink area + green area + blue area = 440 J

http://www.kcvs.ca/map/java/applets/workE
nergy/applethelp/lesson/lesson.html#1

In general:

The area under a Force - distance graph equals
the work done by that force

Gravitational potential energy, PE = mgh
Imagine a mass m lifted a vertical distance h following two different paths.
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1. straight up:
– minimum force needed is F1 = mg.
– the work done against gravitational force is:
W = F1 h cos 00
W = mg h
2. along a ramp a distance d (no friction)
– minimum force needed is F2 = mg sinθ.
– the work done against gravitational force is:

the work W = mg h is stored
as potential energy of the object.
PE = mg h
It depends on VERTICAL distance
from initial position not on the path taken.

W = F2 d cos 00 = mg sinθ d
W = mg h

A ramp can reduce the force – can make life easier
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1. W = F× h = mg × h
2. W = F × d = mg sinθ × h/sinθ = mg × h

W = F× h

or

F×

d (along the ramp)

Kinetic energy, KE = ½ m v2
A moving object possesses the capacity to do work. A hammer by virtue
of its motion can be used to do work in driving a nail into a piece of wood.
How much work a moving object is capable of doing? Let’s find out.
Imagine an object of mass m accelerated from rest by a resultant
force, F. After traveling a distance d the mass has velocity v.
The work done is:

W = Fd cos 00 = Fd = mad

From v2 = u2 + 2ad → ad = v2/2

and W = ½ mv2

The work done (Fd) by the force F in moving the object a
distance d is now expressed in terms of the properties of the body
and its motion. The quantity ½ mv2 is called the kinetic energy
(KE) of the body and is the energy that a body possesses by
virtue of its motion. The kinetic energy of a body essentially tells
us how much work the body is capable of doing.

Summary:
□

Work done on an object by applied force against gravitational force
(when the net force is zero, so there is no acceleration) is stored
as gravitational potential energy.

□

PE depends on the reference frame in which it is measured, so we
keep in mind some reference level, like desk, lower reservoir of
water, ground,…. PE = mg ∆h

□

Work done on a spring by applied force against spring force
(when the net force is zero, so there is no acceleration) is stored
as elastic potential energy… EPE = ½ kx2

□

If the net force acting on a body is not zero, then:
The work done by net force on a body is equal (results)
to the change in the kinetic energy of the body:
W = ∆KE = KE – KE
f

i

Units

W = Fd

(W)

= (1N)(1m)

= 1 kg m 2 s-2 = 1 J

PE = mgh

(PE) = (1kg)(1 m s-2 )(1m) = 1 kg m2 s-2 = 1 J

EPE = ½ kx2

(EPE) = (1N/1m)(1m2)

= 1 kg m2 s-2 = 1 J

KE = ½ mv2

(KE) = (1kg)(1m/s)2

= 1 kg m2 s-2 = 1 J

Even in units we see that the work and energy are equivalent.

Dropping down from a pole. As he dives,
PE becomes KE. Total energy is always constant,
equal to initial energy.
If accounted for air resistance, then how
would the numbers change?
In presence of air, some energy gets transformed to
heat (which is random motion of the air molecules).
Total energy at any height would be PE + KE + heat,
so at a given height, the KE would be less than in
vacuum.
What happens when he hits the ground?
Just before he hits ground, he has large KE (large
speed). This gets transformed into heat energy of
his hands and the ground on impact, sound energy,
and energy associated with deformation .

Amusement park physics

□
□
□
□

PE is being transformed into
KE and vice versa

the roller coaster is an excellent
example of the conversion of
energy from one form into another
work must first be done in lifting the
cars to the top of the first hill.
the work is stored as gravitational
potential energy
you are then on your way!

Up and down the track

PE

PE
PE + KE

If friction is negligible the ball will get
up to the same height on the right side.

● Conservation of energy law AGAIN – WITH FRICTION INCLUDED

All previous examples were neglecting friction force, air resistance …
What happens if the friction force acts?
Can we still use conservation of energy principle?
YES, WE CAN

Types of energy and energy transformations
We usually classify energy as the following forms:
1 Kinetic energy
2 Gravitational potential energy
3 Elastic potential energy
4 Thermal or heat energy
5 Light energy
6 Sound energy
7 Chemical energy
8 Electrical energy
9 Magnetic energy
10 Nuclear energy
There are energy changes happening all around us all of
the time. Here are a few examples to think about.

In any given transformation, some of the energy
is almost inevitably changed to heat.
• A bouncing ball
The gravitational potential energy is changed to kinetic
energy and back again with each bounce losing energy
due to work done by air friction and non-elastic contact
with the ground . Eventually the ball comes to rest and all
the energy has become low grade heat.
• An aeroplane taking off
As fuel is burned in the engines, chemical energy is converted
to heat, light and sound. The plane accelerates down the
runway and its kinetic energy increases. There will be heat
energy due to friction between the tyres and the runway. As
the plane takes off and climbs into the sky, its gravitational
potential energy increases.

• A nuclear power station
Nuclear energy from the uranium fuel changes to thermal
energy that is used to boil water. The kinetic energy of the
steam molecules drives turbines, and as the kinetic energy of
the turbines increases, it interacts with magnetic energy to
give electrical energy.
• A laptop computer
The electrical energy form the mains or chemtcal energy from
the battery is changed to light on the screen and sound through
the speakers. There is kinetic energy in the fan, magnetic energy
in the motors, and plenty of heat is generated.
• A human body
Most of the chemical energy from our food is changed to heat
to keep us alive. Some is changed to kinetic energy as we
move, or gravitational potential energy if we climb stairs. There
is also elastic potential energy in our muscles, sound energy
when we talk and electrical energy in our nerves and brain.

